


about

Well Rounded Sound delivers the music lover’s dream without 
compromise. Born out of a passion for music, respect for high-
fidelity sound, and a love of cohesive design and sustainability, 
our speakers blow minds—not budgets. Sitting perfectly at the 
sweet spot of price, performance, and size, our speakers deliver 
the most natural sound tucked in an eco-friendly, modern 
and compact design. Boosted by refined speaker technology, 
acoustic enhancements, and composite recyclable materials 
perfect for sound quality, it’s a music lover’s best value.

We strive to provide years 
of outstanding listening 
enjoyment to music lovers 
around the globe with our 
handcrafted, high-quality 
speakers at an outstanding 
price point.



Well Rounded Sound 
speakers and subwoofers 
are created for absolute 
performance, with  
every part designed  
for uncompromised 
musical delivery, longevity 
and aesthetics at the  
best price. The result  
is amazingly well crafted, 
great sounding, compact 
speakers that will please 
the most discerning  
music aficionado—whether 
sitting at a desk or filling 
up an entire room.

INTEGRATED 
STANDS

Our built-in stands don’t  
just look great and help 
you save on additional 
accessories, they intentionally 
perfect the way you listen 
to music. WRS integrated 
stand design minimizes 
speakers’ contact with 
surfaces to reduce vibrations 
that cause sound distortion. 
The ergonomically correct 
angle of the stand allows  
you to hear music how it’s 
meant to be heard, whether 
at your desk or listening  
in a large space. 

FULL RANGE 
DRIVERS 

Our full range drivers  
deliver the pinpoint imaging 
and soundstage you’d  
expect from a full size 
system, but without the  
hefty price and package.  
A full range driver doesn’t 
only make music clearer, 
lifelike, and natural; it’s  
a fundamental part of 
our design intent to bring 
listeners amazing single 
point source sound without 
interference from crossover 
network issues typical  
of multiple drivers. 

CYLINDRICAL 
ENCLOSURES 

Our patented cylindrical 
enclosures guarantee  
clean, transparent sound 
thanks to standing wave 
reduction and minimal  
edge diffraction. The curved 
designs not only create 
an intriguing shape, but 
offer a small footprint with 
exponentially bigger sound.

ACUCORE™

Our proprietary multilayer 
enclosure technology 
creates an infinitely variable 
internal surface that virtually 
eliminates standing waves, 
clarifies sound and reduces 
distortion and compression. 
AcuCore™ is the most 
advanced monocoque 
loudspeaker enclosure 
construction that assures 
ultimate music reproduction.

INTERNAL AND  
EXTERNAL DAMPING

Extra damping on the  
interior and exterior provides 
cleaner, more lifelike sound 
and a unique aesthetic.  
We naturally enhance 
internal damping by using 
high quality wool to reduce 
the vibration of internal 
components and decrease 
internal standing waves 
by 50 percent. External 
damping is enhanced with 
dense wool felt to reduce 
enclosure vibrations in 
addition to adding a pop  
of beautiful, modern color.

technology

Beauty  
with Purpose



Yorkie EXR

Nuanced detail. Transparency. Well-extended and supremely detailed 
sound. These are just a few amazing feats by the Yorkie EXR. Equipped  
with an advanced full range driver with ultra-fast transients, it also  
employs a special sound weapon: a magnesium composite cone with 
exponential curve. These entry-level desktop speakers run circles around 
the competition and will impress all with their Big Dog moves, from  
acoustic to orchestra to home theater and all music in-between.
 The Yorkie EXR gets its precocious bark from our patented cylindrical 
design and added acoustic dampening, made of 100% recycled materials 
with the embrace of natural felt. The big bite comes from its crossover-less 
design for clear, phase coherent sound. 

BRE AK IN TIME 

50 hours

POWER HANDLING 

15 watts RMS, 30 watts max

FREQUENCY R ANGE 

100-25,000 Hz

WEIGHT

5 lbs

IMPEDANCE 

8 ohms

DIMENSIONS 

5 1/2” H x 4 1/2” W x 4” D

SPL 

88 dB 1W/1m

SPECIFICATIONSFE ATURES

3” high definition, advanced full range  
driver with ultra fast transients and magnesium 
composite cone with exponential curve 

Wrapped in Silver Gray or Graphite 100% wool  
felt for excellent enclosure dampening

Integrated solid wood stand for perfect  
near-field listening and desktop use

Sealed enclosure eliminates the possibility  
of distortion from port noise and provides  
faster transients





Boxer

BRE AK IN TIME 

100 hours

POWER HANDLING 

20 watts RMS, 45 watts max

FREQUENCY R ANGE 

80-21,000 Hz

WEIGHT

10 lbs

IMPEDANCE 

8 ohms

DIMENSIONS 

7 1/2” H x 4 1/2” W x 9 1/2” D

SPL 

87 dB 1W/1m

SPECIFICATIONSFE ATURES

Simple yet stylish design for sophisticated,  
organic look

3” high definition full range driver 

American Oak or American Walnut for  
a high end, furniture-quality finish

Integrated solid wood stand for perfect  
near-field listening and desktop use

Sealed enclosure eliminates the possibility  
of distortion from port noise and provides  
faster transients

This sturdy music machine is worthy of bragging rights galore. When  
not scoring the highest marks on The Church of Apple, the Boxer is busy  
giving customers goosebumps. This tough mid-level beauty continues  
to astound audiophiles with its impeccable detail, 3D sound stage,  
precise imaging, and clarity. The Boxer is equally at home as a desktop  
or bookshelf speaker, playing acoustic, symphony, rock, or home theater. 
You name it—the Boxer brings out its best sound. 
 The Boxer’s outsized performance, however, deceives its modest  
size: a 3” high definition full-range driver and WRS-patented cylindrical 
sealed enclosure for distortion-free listening. With its crossover-less  
design, all you’ll hear is clear, phase coherent sound. Design features  
like its integrated solid wood stand help reduce bass energy transfer  
and achieve the perfect near-field listening angle. 





Corgi II

BRE AK IN TIME 

100 hours

POWER HANDLING 

25 watts RMS, 50 watts max

FREQUENCY R ANGE 

72-25,000 Hz

WEIGHT

13 lbs

IMPEDANCE 

8 ohms

DIMENSIONS 

8 1/2” H x 5 1/2” W x 9” D

SPL 

89 dB 1W/1m

SPECIFICATIONSFE ATURES

4” High-definition, full-range driver with  
a lightweight, self-damped speaker cone,  
made from a proprietary blend of paper  
and natural bamboo fiber

Rigid, highly advanced monocoque construction  
from multiple layers of 11-ply Finnish Birch 

AcuCore™ enclosure for an infinitely variable  
internal surface that eliminates standing waves  
and clarifies sound

Sealed enclosure eliminates distortion  
from port noise and provides faster transients

This grown up Corgi II offers equal opportunity audio amazement  
with its upgraded driver—from full symphonic orchestra to rock and roll, 
acoustic music, or home theater. Comfy both as a high-level desktop  
or as bookshelf speakers, what you’ll hear is musical perfection: wide 
soundstage, smooth frequency response with natural, open, and utterly 
clear sound no matter what your groove is. 
 The Corgi II gets its power from a full-range driver with an aluminum 
plug that extends high frequencies beyond 20,000 Hz. And what a trifecta 
of design treats: a lightweight, self-damped speaker cone; our multi layer 
AcuCore™ enclosure technology; and advanced monocoque construction 
that virtually eliminates distortion and standing waves.





WRS EXP SE

BRE AK IN TIME 

100 hours

POWER HANDLING 

80 watts RMS, 120 watts max

FREQUENCY R ANGE 

46-22,000 Hz +- 2.5dB

WEIGHT

100 lbs

IMPEDANCE 

6 ohms

DIMENSIONS 

38” H x 12 1/2” W x 12 1/2” D

SPL 

87 dB 1W/1m

SPECIFICATIONSFE ATURES

Sleek architectural design finished  
in white satin lacquer

100% wool dampening and acoustically balanced to 
extend bass frequency and enhance midrange clarity

Highly advanced monocoque enclosure construction 
is very rigid and significantly reduces standing waves

6 elements crossover network with high-grade 
components measured and optimized by Jeff Bagby 

Ported enclosure for deeper bass

High-quality, gold-plated 5-way binding posts

This alabaster beauty is the gold standard of listening experience. Welcome 
to refined transparency, rich sound, detail, and dynamics in masterful musicality. 
The WRS EXP SE with an integrated stand has superb measured performance 
within 46-22,000 Hz +- 2.5 dB. This reference-level stunner equally scintillates 
small and large spaces, every type of music to home theater.
 Outfitted with an optimized enclosure for full-bodied sound, the WRS EXP 
SE also offers a 5 1/2” high-performance mid-woofer and a dual-ring super 
tweeter. We pulled out all the deluxe sound stops with XLO Electric’s ultra 
high-quality internal wiring; the crossover was measured and optimized by 
industry guru Jeff Bagby! Count on phenomenal extension of bass frequency 
and enhanced midrange clarity.
 Embraced in our AcuCore™ enclosure technology and advanced 
monocoque construction with 100% wool fiber fill, you’ll get an acoustically 
balanced, distortion-free listening experience without standing waves.





 Respect  
for high-fidelity sound

 Appreciation  
of cohesive design  
and sustainability

 Passion  
for music



wellroundedsound.com


